Learning Support Job-A-Like & Workshops
December 5th - 8th

An event sponsored by CEESA and AIS Bucharest

Schedule of Events

- Wednesday December 5th - Selena Gallagher - Extended Learning
- Thursday December 6th - Participant Presentations & Job Share
- Friday December 7th - Licette Gus - Emotion Coaching Part 1
- Saturday December 8th (Optional) - Licette Gus - Emotion Coaching Part 2

Registration Here

AIS Bucharest is excited to offer the Learning Support Job-A-Like this December. This is an opportunity for Learning Support Teachers & Coordinators, as well as Extended Learning (G&T) Teachers to reconnect with one another, share common challenges, successes and best practices. This year we are offering three distinct sessions, brief outlines and biographies of the speakers are below. For any question please contact Jonathan Climas on jclimas@goaisb.ro

Day 1: Extended Learning

Dr. Selena Gallagher will present relevant information based on participant feedback to the survey. Dr. Selena Gallagher is the Challenge and Enrichment Specialist at Cairo American College, and holds a Ph.D. in gifted education from the University of New England, Australia. She has taught highly able students in Australia, the United Kingdom, China, Thailand and Egypt and has spent the last several years working with major international schools to help them develop and implement gifted education and talent development programs. In collaboration with Next Frontier Inclusion, Selena has recently co-authored a guidebook for international schools on meeting the needs of their highly able learners, and contributed a chapter to the forthcoming Springer International Handbook of Giftedness and Talent Development in the Asia-Pacific.

Day 2: Job Share

Participants set the agenda for this day. If there’s something you particularly want to discuss, if there’s something you want to know more about or if there’s something you want to share with the rest of the group this is the day to do it. Please add anything you’d like to discuss directly on the agenda in advance of the event. If you would like to present please make sure you put your name and your school under facilitator.
Day 3: Emotion Coaching Part 1

Licette Gus is a founder and trainer Emotion Coaching UK, her full bio can be found here. Emotion Coaching is not a program or curriculum, it’s a way of communicating and a way of being. You don’t need extra material, you just need to practice the skills in order to be effective. Emotion Coaching focuses on helping children and adolescents identify the emotions they are experiencing and supports them in de-escalating and dealing with the emotions in an appropriate manner. Consequences are required when inappropriate actions have been taken but only after the individual is ready to listen. Part 1 will provide you with the science and research behind Emotion Coaching and will teach you how to use Emotion Coaching with the students you work with. Counsellors may want to attend part 1 & 2. Emotion Coaching is currently being used in Early Childhood and Elementary at AIS Bucharest and has resulted in a complete change in our behavior management policies.

Day 4: Emotion Coaching Part 2

Emotion Coaching Part 2 is a train the trainer day. If you attend this full day session you will walk away with a deeper understanding of how and why Emotion Coaching works so you can then provide training in the approach to your own colleagues. Within one year of attending this course you will be required to complete required reading, texts included for participants, conduct a case study and train another professional in Emotion Coaching.

Registration Here

Registration fees for 3 Days
CEESA/ECIS Member Schools -  500 Euros
CEESA/ECIS Non-Member Schools -  550 Euros

Registration fees for 4 Days
CEESA/ECIS Member Schools -  650 Euros
CEESA/ECIS Non-Member Schools -  700 Euros

This fee should be paid directly to American International School of Bucharest LLC via bank transfer before November 16th 2018.

Bank details:
Beneficiary: American International School of Bucharest LLC – Filiala din Romania
Account No: RO62 RZBR 0000 0600 1634 6784/EUR Currency
SWIFT: RZBRROBU
Bank: Raiffeisen Bank S.A – SMB, Grigore Alexandrescu Street, Bucharest, Sector 1
In details of payment, please indicate: Learning Support JAL - Name of your school

Accommodation
Ramada North - http://www.ramadanorth.ro
Weeknight Rates:
- Single room with breakfast - 69 euro per night
- Double room with breakfast - 79 euro per night

For those staying for the Saturday training the weekend rates are:
- Single room with breakfast - 59 euro per night
- Double room with breakfast - 69 euro per night

Participants must contact reservations@ramadanorth.ro to receive this reduced rate and specifically state their participation in the event at AIS Bucharest.